For close to a decade, Cray Research has been the industry leader in
large-scale computer systems. Today, about 70 percent of all
supercomputers installed worldwide are Cray systems. They are used in
advanced scientific and research Eaboratoriesaround the world and have
gained strong acceptance in diverse industrial environments. No other
manufacturer has Cray Research's breadth of success and experience in
supercomputer development.
The company's initial product, the CRAY-I Computer System, was first
installed in 1976 and quickly becamethe standard for large-scale
scientific computers - and the first commercially successful vector
processor. For some time previously,the potential advantages of vector
processing had been understood, but effective practical implementation
had eluded computer architects. The CRAY-1 broke that barrier, and today
vectorizationtechniques are used commonly by scientists and engineers
in a wide variety of disciplines.
The field-proven GRAY X-MP Computer Systems now offer significantly
more power tosolve new and bigger problems while providing better value
than any other systems available. Large memory size options allow a wider
range of problems to be solved, while innovative multiprocessor design
provides practical opportunities to exploit multitasking,the next dimension
of parallel processing beyond vectorization. Once again, Cray Research,
has moved supercomputing forward, offering new levels of hardware
performance and software techniques to serve the needs of scientists and
engineers today and in the future.

Introducing the CRAY X-MP
Series of Computer Systems
Announcing expanded capabilities to serve the
needs of a broadening marketplace: the CRAY
X-MP Series of Computer Systems. The CRAY
X-MP Series now comprises nine models, ranging
from a uniprocessor version with one million words
of central memory to a top-end system with four
processors and a 16-million-word memory. Today's
CRAY X-MP line is a field-proven technology; Cray
Research introduced the dual-processor CRAY
X-MP in 1982 and expanded the series to include
one- and four-processor models in 1984.
The flexible CRAY X-MP multiprocessor
corifigurations allow users to employ
multiprogramming, multiprocessing and
multitasking techniques. The multiple-processor
architecture can be used to process many different
jobs simultaneously for greater system throughput,
or it can apply two or more processors to a single
job for better program turnaround time. The
combination of multiprocessing and vector
processing provides a geometric increase in
computational performance over conventional
scalar processing techniques.
The CRAY X-MP system design is carefully
balanced to deliver optimum overall performance.
Fast long and short vector processing is balanced
with high-speed scalar processing, and both are
supported by powerful inputloutput capabilities.
Cray Research software has been developed to
ensure easy access to these performance features.
The result is that users can realize maximum
throughput for a variety of job mixes and
programming environments.
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Each X-MP CPU offers gatherlscatter and
compressed index vector instructions. These
instructions allow for the vectorized processing of
randomly organized data, which previously was
performed by scalar processing.
Complementing the power of the X-MP Series is a
new generation of I10 technology. Cray's DD-39
and DD-49 disk drives offer 1200-Megabyte
(Mbyte) capacity and very fast sustained transfer
rates (9.8 Mbytelsec for a DD-49,5.9 Mbytelsec for
a DD-39). In addition, Cray's Solid-state Storage
Device (SSD) provides up to 1024 Mbytes of very
fast random-access secondary MOS memory.
When connected to a four-processor CRAY X-MP
through two 1000-Mbytelsec channels, it provides
a maximum aggregate transfer rate of 2000
Mbytelsec.
A wide variety of applications programs for solving
problems in industries such as petroleum,
aerospace, automotive, nuclear research and
chemistry are available for operation on CRAY
X-MP computers. Thus, scientists and engineers
can use X-MP systems and industry standard
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codes to solve a wide range of problems.
Additionally, software developed for the CRAY-1
can be run on all models of the CRAY X-MP Series,
thus protecting user software investment.
From both a hardware and software standpoint, the
CRAY X-MP can be integrated easily into a user's
existing computer environment. Hardware and
software front-end interfaces for other
manufacturers' equipment are available. And the
CRAY X-MP requires a minimum of floor space,
occupying just 112 square feet (1 1 square meters)
in its maximum configuration, including the
Solid-state Storage Device.
Cray computers offer the most powerful and
cost-effective computing solutions available today
for advanced scientific applications - both for
experienced supercomputer users with the most
demanding computing requirements and for newer
users whose research needs now require
supercomputer power. The CRAY X-MP features
one or more powerful CPUs, a very large central
memory, exceptionally fast computing speeds and
I10 throughput to match. As the supercomputer
marketplace broadens, the CRAY X-MP Series of
Computer Systems will evolve to meet users'
expanding computing requirements.
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Laborator~es)
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The CRAY X-MP/4 computers
The top-of-the-line CRAY X-MP/4 computer
systems offer an order of magnitude greater
performance than the original CRAY-1. They are
configured with eight or sixteen million 64-bit words
of ECL bipolar memory and provide a maximum
memory bandwidth 16 times that of the CRAY-1.
Central memory has a bank cycle time of 38
nanoseconds (nsec) and is shared by four identical
CPUs with a clock cycle time of 9.5 nsec. The
X-MP/4 mainframe is the familiar 12-column 270°
arc chassis with the same electrical requirements
as the CRAY-1.
Each of the four CRAY X-MPl4 processors has
scalar and vector processing capability and can
access all of central memory. The CPUs may
operate independently on separate jobs or may be
organized in any combination to operate jointly on a
single job.

These cross-sectlons represent three-d~mens~onal
airflows
as deplcted by the NavierStokes equations Their computational requirements make
the Navrer-Stokes equations
the most difficult to solve, but
they are also the most accurate (Credit W L Hankey,s J Scherr
J S Shang. Air Force Wrtght Aeronaut~cal
Laboratones)

The raw computational power of the CRAY X-MPl4
systems is augmented by the powerful inputloutput
and data-handling capabilities of the CRAY I10
Subsystem (10s). The IOS is integral to all CRAY
X-MP computers and enables fast, efficient data
access and processing by the CPUs.
Cray Research's DD-49 disk drive matches the
power of the X-MPl4 models, offering 1200-Mbyte
capacity, sustained transfer rates of 9.8 Mbytelsec
and very fast access times (2 milliseconds).
In addition to high-capacity, fast access disk
technology, the f~eld-provenSSD offers up to 1024
Mbytes of very fast random-access secondary
MOS memory. The SSD connects to the CRAY
X-MP/4 systems through two very high-speed
channels with a maximum aggregate transfer rate
of 2000 Mbytelsec. The SSD, in conjuction with the
X-MP/4 multiprocessor architecture, enables users
to fully exploit existing applications and to develop
new algorithms to solve larger and more
sophisticated problems in science and engineering
- problems that could not be attempted before due
to computational or 110 limitations.

The CRAY X-MPI2 computers
The field-proven CRAY X-MPl2 models have
become the established price and performance
leaders in the supercomputer industry. The new
X-MP dual-processor systems offer up to four times
the memory and require only half the electrical
power of the original CRAY X-MPl2 systems.
Overall throughput is typically three to five times
that of a CRAY-1.
The CRAY X-MP/2 systems are available with
four, eight or sixteen million 64-bit words of shared
MOS central memory, providing a maximum
memory bandwidth four times that of the CRAY-1.
Each CPU has a 9.5 nsec clock cycle time and
memory bank cycle time of 76 nsec. The CRAY
X-MP/2 models consist of eight vertical columns
arranged in a 180° arc.
As with the X-MP/4 systems, the CRAY X-MPl2
CPUs can operate independently on different
programs or can be harnessed together to operate
on a single user program.
CRAY X-MP/2 computers incorporate the same 110
Subsystem and SSD hardware as the X-MP/4
models. One SSD channel, with a total transfer rate
of 1000 Mbytelsec, connects the optional SSD to
the mainframe. Typically, the system is configured
with DD-49 disk drives.
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The CRAY X-MP/1 computers
The CRAY X-MP11 models combine a single CRAY
X-MP CPU with one, two, four or eight million 64-bit
words of static MOS memory. Memory bandwidth is
four times that of the CRAY-1. Single processor
CRAY X-MP systems typically provide the user with
1.5 to 2.5 times CRAY-1 power at a comparable
cost. The CRAY X-MP/1 CPU has a 9.5 nsec clock
cycle time, and a memory bank cycle time of 76
nsec. The X-MPI1 mainframe is a six-column, 1350
arc chassis requiring the same electrical power as
the X-MPl2.
CRAY X-MP/1 models use the same I10 Subsystem
and support the same range of Solid-state Storage
Device models as the CRAY X-MP/2 models.
Typically, the X-MP/1 is configured with DD-39 disk
drives.
With the availability of a wide range of applications
software and its superior price/performance
characteristics, the entry-level CRAY X-MP is
particularly appropriate for the first-time
supercomputer customer.
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CRAY X-MP design
The CRAY X-MP Series design combines
high-speed scalar and vector processing with
multiple processors,large and fast memories and
high-performance 110.The result is exceptional
speed and high overall system throughput.
Innovativearchitecture and technologies built into
the CRAY X-MP make such performance a
practical reality.

Processors
Each CRAY X-MP processor offers very fast scalar
processing with high-speed processing of long and
short vectors. Additionally, multiprocessor models
enable the user to exploit the extra dimension of
multitasking.
The scalar performance of each processor is
attributable to its fast clock cycle, short memory
access times and large instruction buffers. Vector
performance is supported by the fast clock, parallel
memory ports and flexible hardware chaining.
These features allow simultaneous execution of
memory fetches, arithmetic operations and memory
stores in a series of linked vector operations. As a
result, the processor design provides high-speed
and balanced vector processing capabilities for
short and long vectors characterized by heavy
register-to-register or heavy memory-to-memory
vector operations.
The overall effective performanceof each
processor executing typical user programs with
interspersed scalar and vector codes (usually short
vectors) is ensured through fast data flow between
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scalar and vector functional units, short memory
access time for vector and scalar references and
short start-up time for both scalar and vector
operations. As a result, CRAY X-MP computers offer
high performance using the standard FORTRAN
compiler, without the need for hand-coding or
algorithm restructuring.
On all models, a second vector logical unit is used
to provide twice the execution speed of bit-level
logical operations in each CPU.
Each X-MP processor also includes instructions for
the efficient manipulation of randomly distributed
data elements and conditional vector operations.
Gatherlscatter instructions allow for the
vectorization of randomly organized data, and the
compressed index instruction allows for the
vectorization of unpredictable conditional
operations. With these features, CPU performance
can be improved by a factor of five for program
segments dependent on the manipulation of sparse
matrices.

Central memory
Depending on the model, one to sixteen million
64-bit words of directly addressable memory is
available with the CRAY X-MP Series. Options for
field upgrade of memory are available on all
models. The large memory sizes enable users to
solve larger problems than before without the need
for out-of-memory techniques. CRAY X-MP memory
features single-bit error correction, double-bit error
detection (SECDED) logic.

(Far left) A pressurized water
nuclear reactor. The reactor
core, primary and secondary
heat exchange loops and containment system are shown.
(Left) A cylindrical section of a
nuclear reactor core with a calculated three-dmensional
pressure field. The vertical
color scale indicates the pressure drop ( AP) in the vertical
direction.

fetches, one for result store and one for independent I10 operations. Thus, each processor of a
CRAY X-MP system has four times the memory
bandwidth of a CRAY-1. Ensuring high efficiency,
the multiport memory has built-in conflict resolution
hardware to minimize delays and maintain the
integrity of simultaneous memory references to the
same memory bank.
The interleaved and efficient multiport memory
design, coupled with the short memory cycle time,
provides high-performance memory organization
with sufficient bandwidth to support high-speed
CPU and I10 operations in parallel.

Multiprocessors and multitasking
The CRAY X-MP multiple-CPU configurations have
made Cray Research the recognized leader in
multiprocessing. They continue to offer users the
opportunity to process jobs faster than with single
CPUs by using either multiprocessing or
multitasking techniques.

The CRAY X-MP multiprocessor systems share a
central memory organized in interleaved memory
banks that can be accessed independently and in
parallel during each machine clock period. Each
X-MP processor has four parallel memory ports
connected to central memory: two for vector
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Multiprocessing allows several programs to be
executed concurrently on multiple CPUs of a single
mainframe. Multitasking is a feature that allows two
or more parts of a program (tasks) to be executed in
parallel sharing a common memory space, resulting
in substantial throughput improvements over
serially executed programs. Performance
improvements are in proportion to the number of
tasks that can be constructed for the program and
the number of CPUs that can be applied to the
separate tasks.
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When executing in multitasking mode, all
processors are identical and symmetrical in their
programming functions; no CPU is dedicated to any
one function. Any number of processors (a cluster)
can be dynamically assigned to perform multiple
tasks of a single job. In order to provide flexible and
efficient multitasking capabilities, special hardware
and software features have been built into the
systems. These features allow one or more
processors to access shared memory or
high-speed registers for rapid communication and
data transmission between CPUs. All of these
capabilities are made available through library
routines which can be accessed from FORTRAN. In
add~tion,hardware provides built-in detection of
deadlocks within a cluster of processors.
Experience shows that multitasked applications
running on CRAY X-MP/2 computers can realize
speed increases of 1.8 to 1.9 times over
single-processor CRAY X-MP execution times;
speed increases of 3.5 to 3.8 times have been
achieved with the CRAY X-MP/4 systems.

Input/output processing
For super-scale problems requiring extensive data
handling, Cray has developed hardware that
ensures computing power is not held captive by I10
limitations. The architecture of the IOS, with its
parallel data paths and direct access to main
memory, results in a very high I10 bandwidth with a
minimum of interference to computation.
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The I10 Subsystem (10s) is an integral part of the
CRAY X-MP design and acts as a data distribution
point for the X-MP mainframe.The IOS handles I10
for a variety of front-end computer systems and
peripherals such as disk units and plug-compatible
IBM Series 3420 and 3480 tape subsystems. The
IOS includes two, three or four interconnected 110
processors,each with its own local memory, and a
common buffer memory.

Buffer memory is solid-state secondary storage,
accessible by all of the I10 processors in the IOS.
With its 8,32 or 64 Mbytes of static MQS memory, it
provides I10 buffering of data to and from the
peripheral devices. It can also be used to store user
datasets, thus contributing to faster and more
efficient data access by the CPUs.
Complementingand balancing CRAY X-MP
computing speeds are the DD-39 and DD-49 disk
drives, high density (1200-Mbyte) magnetic
storage devices. The DD-39 can sustain a data
transfer rate of 5.9 Mbytelsec with an average
access time of 18 milliseconds (msec); the DD-49
can sustain a rate of 9.8 Mbytelsec with an average
access time of 16 msec. These disks are the fastest
available, and when combined with the data
handling and buffering capability of the IOS, they
provide unsurpassed 110 performance. From 2 to
32 disk drives can be connected to an I10
Subsystem for up to 38 gigabytes of total disk
storage. Typically, DD-49 disks are configuredon
the CRAY X-MPl4 and CRAY X-MP12 and DD-39
disks are configured on the GRAY X-MP11.
Effective disk transfer rates can be increased
further by the use of optlonal disk striping
techniques. When specified, striping causes
system software to distribute a single user dataset
across two to five disk drives, depending on the
device type, Successive disk blocks are allocated
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cyclically across the drives and consecutive blocks
can thus be accessed in parallel. The resultant I10
performance improvementsare in proportion to the
number of disk drives used. DD-49 disks may be
striped two or three wide; DD-39 disks may be
striped two to five wide.
The CRAY X-MP supports three channel types,
identifiedby their maximum transfer rates: 6
Mbytelsec, 100 Mbytelsec and 1000 Mbytelsec.
Depending on the X-MP model, two or four 6-Mbyte
channels and one to four 100-Mbyte channels are
connected to each system. The 100-Mbyte
channels are available for transferring data
between the I10 Subsystem and central memory
andlor to the SSD.

Solid-state Storage Device
The optional Solid-state Storage Device (SSD) is a
very fast random-access device suited for use with
the CRAY X-MP. The SSD in conjunction with
multiprocessor architecture allows the
development of algorithms to solve larger and more
sophisticated problems in science and engineering.
The SSD is used as a fast-access device for large
prestaged or intermediate files generated and
manipulated repetitively by user programs.
Datasets may be assigned to the SSD by a single
Cray Operating System (COS) control statement
without modification of the user program.

System performance is significantly enhanced by
the SSD's exceptionally high transfer rates and
short data access times: Up to 1024 Mbytes of
rapid-access MOS memory may be configured on
an SSD. Transfer rates of 10040 1000 Mbytelsec
per channel and access times of less than 25
microseconds are achievable between the SSD
and an X-MP mainframe.The SSD offers significant
potential for performance improvement on
110-bound applications, and thus allows users to
develop new algorithms that would not otherwise
be practical with traditional disk 110.

An SSD can also be connected to the I10
Subsystem. This connection enables data to be
transferred between the IOS and the SSD directly,
without passing through central memory.
On the CRAY X-MPl4, support is provided to link the
SSD to the mainframe via two 1000-Mbyte
channels. For linkage to the X-MP11 and X-MPl2
models, one 1000-Mbyte channel is used.

Physical characteristics
The CRAY X-MP is extremely compact; keeping
wire lengths short minimizes signal propagation
times. The elegant and compact CRAY X-MP11
mainframe consists of six vertical columns
arranged in a 135O arc that occupies 32 square feet
(3 square meters) of floor space. A CRAY X-MPl2
model consists of eight vertical columns arranged
in a 180° arc that occupies 43 square feet (4 square
meters) of floor space. And a CRAY X-MPl4 system
is composed of 12 vertical columns arranged in a
270°arc and requires just 64 square feet (6 square
meters) of floor space.
The accompanying I10 Subsystem is composed of
four vertical columns in a 90° arc and occupies 24
square feet (2.3 square meters) of floor space. The
IOS can be positioned up to 19 feet (5.8 meters)
from the mainframe.
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The optional SSD consists of four columns arranged
in a 900 arc occupying 24 square feet (2.3 square
meters) and is connected to the mainframe through
one or two short aerial bridgeways, depending on
model.
High-speed 16-gate array integrated logic circuits
are used in the CRAY X-MP CPUs. These logic
circuits, with typical 300 to 400 picosecond
propagation delays, are faster and denser than the
circuitry used in the CRAY-1. CRAY X-MPl4

A terrain mapping of the San
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memory is composed of ECL bipolar circuits; CRAY
X-MP11 and CRAY X-MPl2 memory is composed of
static MOS components.
The dense concentration of components requires
special cooling techniques to overcome the
accompanying problems of heat dissipation. A
proven, patented cooling system using liquid
refrigerant cooling maintains the necessary internal
system temperature which contributes to high
system reliability and minimizes the requirement for
expensive room cooling equipment.
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CRAY X-MP software
A full range of system and applications software
compatible with that provided on the CRAY-1
computer systems is available for the CRAY X-MP
systems. This software includes the efficient Cray
Operating System (COS), an auto-vectoring ANSI
78 Cray FORTRAN compiler, extensive FORTRAN
and scientific library routines, program and dataset
management utilities, debug aids, a selection of
compilers, a powerful Cray assembler (CAL) and a
wealth of third-party and public-domain application
codes.
The operating system, the FORTRAN compiler and
library programs are designed to allow users to take
advantage of the vectorizing, multiprocessing and
multitasking features of the CRAY X-MP systems.
Multitasking is a technique whereby an application
program can be partitioned into independent tasks
that can execute in parallel on a multiprocessor
CRAY X-MP system. Two methods can be used:
FORTRAN callable subroutines to explicitly define
and synchronize tasks at the subroutine level, or a
FORTRAN preprocessor to identify DO loops whose
independent iterations may be dispatched to
separate processors. The first method
(macrotasking) is best surted to programs with
large tasks running with dedicated processors. The
second method (microtasking) is beneficial for
programs with any size tasks running in either a
dedicated or a production environment.

The Cray Operating System efficiently delivers the
full power of the hardware to both batch and
interactive users. The operating system, which is
distributed between central memory and the IOS,
effectively manages high-speed data transfers
between the CRAY X-MP and peripherals such as
disks, SSD and on-line magnetic tapes. Standard
system software is also offered for interfacing the
CRAY X-MP Computer System with other vendor's
operating systems and with networks. This is
described further under "System Integration". COS
also includes a variety of utility programs that assist
in program development and maintenance.

Cray Research provides support for the ongoing
process of converting and maintaining applications
software on the CRAY X-MP Series. A comprehensive directory of available programs is
published by the Cray Applications Software
Library Service.
The above-mentioned software teamed with an IS0
Level 1 Pascal compiler, a sort package, a C
compiler and many other software tools and
products, provides users with the software they
need to use the CRAY X-MP to its fullest capabilities.

Cray's FORTRAN compiler fully meets the ANSI 78
standards while offering a high degree of automatic
scalar and vector optimization within these
standards. The Cray compiler permits maximum
portability of programs between different Cray
systems and accepts many nonstandard constructs
written for other vendor's compilers. There is no
need for using nonstandard vector syntax to
produce vectorized object code. The compiler is
fully supported by highly optimized FORTRAN and
scientific library routines for maximum performance
from the CRAY X-MP Series computers.
The success of the CRAY-I stimulated the
development of a wide variety of third-party and
public domain application programs, which are now
available on CRAY X-MP computers. Major
applications codes are offered for the CRAY X-MP
in fields such as computational fluid dynamics,
mechanical engineering, nuclear safety, circuit
design, seismic processing, image processing,
molecular modeling and artificial intelligence.
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CRAY X-MP Series computers are designed to be
connected easily to one or more front-end
computer systems. Thus, a CRAY X-MP computer
can be added into an existing configuration so that
the end user continues to work in a familiar
computer environment but now has access to a
considerably greater computational resource. Jobs
can be submitted from a front-end to the CRAY
X-MP for processing and results returned to the
user on the originating front-end or optionally to a
different front-end. Data can be transferred readily
between any front-end system and the X-MP, with
data conversion and reformatting handled
automatically by software.
Cray Research offers hardware interfaces that
connect the CRAY X-MP I10 Subsystem to a wide
variety of front-end equipment, ikluding IBM, CDC,
DEC, Data General, Sperry and Honeywell.
Additionally, the I10 Subsystem may be connected
to one or more Network Systems Corporation
HYPERchannelTM
adapters for those installations
wishing to configure their CRAY X-MP in a
high-speed local area network.
Cray Research provides software interface support
for a variety of front-end systems. Station software
runs on the front-end system and provides the
logical connection between other vendors'
equipment and CRAY X-MP computers. Standard
Cray software is available for the following: IBM
MVS and VM, CDC NOS and NOSIBE, DEC
VAXIVMS, Data General RDOS and AT&T UNIXTM.
Station software for Sperry and Honeywell
operating systems is currently available from
third-party sources.

Support and maintenance
Customer support
Cray Research has developed a comprehensive
array of support services to meet customer needs.
From pre-installation site planning through the life
of the installation, ongoing on-site engineering and
system software support is provided. Additional
assistance is available from technical centers
throughout the company.
Cray Research provides comprehensive
documentation and offers customer training on-site
or at Cray training facilities. Cray Research's
responsive customer support program results from
extensive accumulated experience in the
supercomputer business and from a strong
customer orientation.

CRAY X-MP reliability and
maintenance
Cray Research recognizes the need for high system
reliability while maintaining a high level of
performance. The use of higher-density integrated
circuits, an overall higher level of component
integration and an increased cooling capacity, all
ensure that X-MP system reliability exceeds that of
the CRAY-1. Components used in CRAY X-MP
computers undergo strict inspection and checkout
prior to assembly into a system. All CRAY X-MP
Series computers undergo rigorous operational and
reliability tests prior to shipment.

Preventive maintenance techniques identify
potential problems before they affect system
performance. Diagnostics can be invoked locally at
the customer's site or remotely by Cray Research
technical support personnel. The Cray maintenance
philosophy is to repair and replace modules on-site
with minimum system downtime and highest
system availability.

CRAY X-MP designdetail
Mainframe
CRAY X-MP single- and
multiprocessor systems are
designed to offer users outstandmg
performance on large-scale,
compute-intensiveand 110-bound
jobs.
CRAY X-MP mainframes consist of
(X-MPII), eight (X-MPl2) or
twelve (X-MPl4) vertical columns
arranged in an arc. Power supplies
and cooling are clustered around the
base and extend outward.

SIX

Model

Number of CPUs

Memory size
(millions of
64-bit words)

Number
of banks

CRAY X-MPl416
CRAY X-MPl48
CRAY X-MPl216
CRAY X-MP128
CRAY X-MPl24
CRAY X-MPl18
CRAY X-MPl14
CRAY X-MP112
CRAY X-MPII 1

A description of the major system
components and their functions
follows.

communications section coordinates
processing between CPUs, and
central memory is shared.

CPU computation section

Registers
The basic set of programmable
registers is composed of:

Within the computation section of
each CPU are operating registers,
functional units and an instruction
control network - hardware
elements that cooperate in executing
sequences of instructions. The
instruction control network makes all
decisions related to instruction issue
as well as coordinating the three
types of processing within each
CPU: vector, scalar and address.
Each of the processing modes has
its associated registers and
functional u n k
The block diagram of a CRAY
X-MPl4 (opposite page) illustrates
the relationship of the registers to the
functional units, instruction buffers,
I10 channel control registers,
interprocessor communications
section and memory. For
multiple-processorCRAY X-MP
models, the interprocessor

Eight 24-bit address (A) registers
Sixty-four 24-b~tintermediate address
(B) registers
Eight 64-bit scalar (S) registers
Sixty-four 64-bit scalar-save
(T) reg~sters
Eight 64-element (4096-bit) vector (V)
registers with 64 bits per element

The 24-bit A registers are generally
used for addressing and counting
operations. Associated with them are
64 B registers, also 24 bits wide.
Since the transfer between an A and
a B register takes only one clock
period, the B registers assume the
role of data cache, storing
informationfor fast access without
tying up the A registers for relatively
long periods.

E
CRAY X-MP system organization

The 64-bit S registers are used for
float~ng-pornt,logical and some
rnteger and character operations.
The 64-brt T regrsters act as cache
memory for the S registers. Typically,
the B and T regrsters are used for
storrng local variables withm
subroutmes.
Each of the eight V registers IS
actually a set of srxty-four 64-bit
registers. The V regrsters are used for
vector operations. Successive
elements from a V register enter a
functronal unrt In successrve clock
periods. The effective length of a
vector regrster for any operatron is
controlled by a program selectable
vector length (VL) register. The
vector employed In any calculation
need not contarn exactly 64
elements. A vector mask (VM)
register allows for the logrcal
selectron of partrcular elements of a
vector.
In addition to the operating registers,
the CPU contains a variety of
auxrlrary and control regrsters These
generally are not access~bleto a
programmer.

Addressing
Instructionsthat reference data do so
on a word basts. Branch rnstructrons,
on the other hand, reference parcels
withrn words; the lower two bits of an

address identify the locatron of an
instruction parcel In a word.
Srgnificantly,the destmatron of a
jump can be any instruction parcel In
a four-million-word instructron
segment; word al~gnmentis not
requrred.
The expanded addressing capability
in the 8- and 16-million-word
systems IS accomplished by using
24-bit direct word addressing of data
elements while retarnrng 24-bit
parcel addressing for instruction
references. In addition there is a
mode that allows the execution of a
program that is compatible with
conventional 22-bit data addressing.
Hardware supports separation of
memory segments for each user's
data and program, thus facilitatrng
concurrent programmrng.

Instructionset
The comprehensive CRAY X-MP
instructron set features over 100
operatron codes and provides for
both scalar and vector processrng.
Most rnstructrons occupy 16 bits
(one parcel); certain branch
instructionsand memory reference
operations occupy 32 bits (two
parcels).
Floating-pornt lnstructions provide for
addrtron, subtraction, multiplicatron
and reciprocal approxrmation.The
reciprocal approximatron rnstructron
enables CRAY X-MP computers to
have a completely segmented divide
operatron usrng a floating-pomt
drvrde algorithm.

Integer addition, subtractron and
multiplrcatron are provided for by the
hardware. An integer multiply
operatron produces a 24-brt result;
an addrtion or subtraction produces
ether a 24-bit or a 64-bit result. An
integer divrde IS accomplrshed
through a software algorithm usrng
floating-pornt hardware.
The rnstructron set rncludes Boolean
operatrons for OR, AND, exclusrve
OR and for a mask-controlled merge
operation. Shrft operatrons allow for
the manipulatron of 64-bit or 128-bit
operands to produce a 64-bit result.
Similar 64-bit ar~thmetrccapability is
provided for both scalar and vector
processing
A programmer may index throughout
memory in either scalar or vector
processrng mode. Thrs full indexrng
capabrlrty allows matrix operatrons In
vector mode to be performed on
rows, columns, dragonals and, in
general, on any set of data that is
stored in memory wrth regular
spacing between elements wrth no
performance degradation relative to
sequent~allystored data elements.
With gatherlscatter, a vector of
indrces may be used to reference a
random pattern of data In memory
Additionally, a compressed or dense
rndex may be generated containing
only those rtems that correspond to
some testable condition.
lnstructronsfor population, parity and
leading zero counts (scalar only)
return bit counts based on regrster
contents.

Instructions for population, parity and
leading zero counts (scalar only)
return bit counts based on regrster
contents.
Programmableclock
A 32-bit programmable real-trme
clock that has a frequency of 105
MHz, correspondrng to an increment
of 9.5 nsec, is a standard feature of
CRAY X-MP Series computers. Thrs
clock allows the operating system to
force interrupts to occur at a
partrcular time or frequency.
Data structure
CRAY X-MP internal character
representationIS in ASCII with each
64-bit word able to accommodate
eight characters.
All integer arithmetic is performed In
24-bit or 64-bit 2's complement
mode. Floating-pointnumbers (64-brt
quantrties) consrst of a srgned
magnitude binary coeffrcrent and a
brased exponent. The unbrased
exponent range is:

or approximately
10-2466to 1of2466
An exponent greater than or equal to
2+200008
is recognized as an overflow
condition and causes an interrupt if
floating pornt interrupts are enabled.

Functional units
lnstructlons other than simple
transmit or control operations are
performed by hardware elements
known as functional units. Each
functronal unit specralrzes In
rmplementrng algorithms for a
specific portion of the rnstructron set
and operates rndependentlyof the
other units. Afunctronal unit performs
rts operatron in afrxed time called the
functional unit time. No delays are
possible once the operands have
been delivered to a functional unit.
All functronal unrts have oneclock-perlod segmentation. As a
result, rnformatron arrivrng at or
moving wrthin the unit IS captured
and held In a new set of functronal
unlt registers at the end of every
clock period. New pairs of operands
can thus enter the functional un~t
each clock period even though the
unit may require more than one clock
period to complete the calculatron.
Functionalunlts can operate
concurrently so that, In addition to the
benefits of prpelrnrng (each unlt can
be driven at a result rate of one per
clock period), there is also
parallelism across the un~ts.
The functional units can be thought
of as formrng four groups: address,
scalar, vector and floating-point (see
next page), The first three groups act
In conjunction with one of the three
primary regrster types to support
address, scalar and vector modes of
processing. The fourth group,
floating-point, can support either

scalar or vector operations and
accepts operands from or delivers
results to scalar or vector registers
accordingly.
The exchange sequence
Instruction issue is termrnated by the
hardware upon detection of an
interrupt condition. All memory bank
and functional unit activity is allowed
to fin~sh.To switch execution in order
to handle the interrupt, the CRAY
X-MP executes an exchange
sequence. This causes program
parameters for the next program to
be exchanged with current
rnformation in the operating regrsters.
Each program rn the system has
assocrated with rt a 16-word block
called an exchange package
containing the parameters used in its
execution sequence. Only the
address and scalar registers are
maintained in a program's exchange
package.
Exchange sequences may be
initiated automatically upon
occurrence of an interrupt condition
or may be initiated voluntarily by the
software.
CPU intercommunicationsection
The CRAY X-MP CPU intercommunication section, present on CRAY
X-MP multiprocessor systems,
comprises five (CRAY X-MPI4) or
three (CRAY X-MP/2) clusters of

shared registers for btcrprucessw
and synchronlzatlon
comrnun~cat~on
Each cluster of shared reglsters
cons~stsof eight 24-b~tshared
address (SB) reglsters, e~ght64-b~t
shared scalar (ST) reg~stersand
thirty-two one-b~tsynchron~zation
(SM) reglsters.
Under operat~ngsystem control, a
cluster may be allocated to zero, one,
two, three or four processors,
depend~ngon system conflguratlon
The cluster may be accessed by any
processor to whlch ~tIS allocated In
e~theruser or system (monitor)
mode. Any processor In monltor

cause ~tto swltch from user to
monitor mode. Addlt~onally,each
processor In a cluster can
asynchronously perform scalar or
vector operations dctated by user
programs. The hardware also
provides bulk-ln detect~onof system
deadlock w~thlnthe cluster.
Real-time clock
Programs can be precisely tlmed
wlth a 64-b~treal-time clock shared
by the processors that increments
once each 9.5 nsec.
CPU control section
Each CRAY X-MP CPU contains its
own control section. Within each of
these are four instruction buffers,

meh w h 1 28 7 @-bitinsfruetion
parcels, twlce the capac~tyof the
CRAY-1 ~nstruct~on
buffer. The
instruction buffers of each CPU are
baded from memory at the burst rate
~f eight words per clock period.
The contents of the exchange
package are augmented to lnclude
cluster and processor numbers.
Increased data protection IS also
made possible through a separate
memory field for user programs and
data. Exchange sequences occur at
the rate of two words per clock
perlod on the CRAY X-MP.

Central memory
CRAY X-MP central memory can be
one, two, four, eight or 16 million
words (depending on model). A Cray
ward is composed of 64 data bits
and eight check bits. Central
memory is shared by the CPUs on
multiprocessor systems and is
arranged in interleaved banks, The
interleavedmemory banks enable
extremely high transfer rates through
the I10 Section and provide low
readLwrite times for vector
processing.All banks can be
accessed independently and in
parallelduring each machine clock
period. Based on a 9.5 nsec clock
period, bank cycle time is 38 nsec on
CRAY X-MPJ4 computers and 76
nsec on CRAY X-MP/i and X-MPl2
MOS memory models.The table on
page 18 indicates memory size and
banking arrangements for X-MP
computers.
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Each processor of the X-MP product
line has four parallel memory ports;
three for vector and scalar
operations and one for 110. The
multipart memory has built-in conflict
resolution hardware to minimize
delays and maintainthe integrity of
all memory references to the same
bank at the same time.
All CRAY X-MP models provide a
flexible hardware chaining
mechanism for vector processing.
This feature enables a result vector
to be used at any time as an operand
in a succeeding operation.Also,
vector chaining to and from memory
is possible.
Consider the vector triad operation
A(I) = Bll)

+ S*CCI)

where S is a scalar, B and C are two
input vectors, and A is the output

Model

Channel type
1000-Mbyte

100-Mbyte

6-Mbyte

CRAY X-MPl4
CWY X-MPl2
CRAY X-MPII

vector. The multiple memory access
ports on X-MP systems enable two
operands to be read and one to be
written simultaneously. Thus, the
reads of B and C, the multiply, the
add and the write into A will all chain
together and execute in parallel.In
general, the CRAY X-MP enables
memory block transfers to the B, T
and V registers in parallel with vector
arithmetic operations.

CRAY X-MP computers support three
channel types identified by their
maximum transfer rates as 6-Mbyte,
1OO-Mbyte and 1000-Mbyte
channels, The table above indicates
channel support capabilitieson
CRAY X-MP systems.

In addition, the CRAY X-MP provides
hardware support for vector
conditionals. Gatherlscattef
operations (chainable from other
vector memory fetches and stores)
and compressed-index generation
facilitate and speedup execution of
various conditional vector operations
realizedfrom ordinary user
programs. All CRAY X-MP computers
allow execution of two vector logical
operations of the same type at the
same time.

I/O Subsystem

Input/output section
The I10 section of the CRAY X-MP
may be equipped with a variety of
high-performancechannels for
communicating with the mainframe,
the I10 Subsystem and the
Solid-state Storage Device.The latter
two devices are high-speeddata
transfer devices designed to support
CRAY X-MP processing speeds.

The power of the CRAY X-MP is
enhanced by the I10 Subsystem
(10s).The IOS, with its multiple I10
processors OOPS),acts as a data
concentrator and data distribution
point for the CRAY X-MP mainframe.
A minimum of two lOPs is configured
on X-MPII and X-MPl2 systems,and
four lOPs are standard on the
X-MPl4. A maximum of four lOPs is
possible on all CRAY X-MP
Computer Systems. The IOS handles
I10 for a variety of front-end
computer systems and for
peripheralssuch as disk units and
magnetic tape units. A direct-access
path is also available between the
IOS and the SSD.

One I10 processor is always
designated as a master processor
and is used for communicafion with
all front-end computer systems and
for controlling maintenance
peripherals. Typically,one or two I;O
processors can be used for
controllrng disk storage units, lOPs
are linked to central memory via one
or two 100-Mbyte channels.
When there are three or four I10
processors in an IOS, one can be
designated for block multiplexer
control. The block multiplexer IOP
supports many concurrent data
streams, and up to 48 tape units at a
time may be configured and active.
The tape units supported are
IBM-compatible 9-track, 200 IPS,
160016250 BPI devices and IBM
Series 3480 tape cartridge
subsystems. They are connected to
the IOP by one to eight block
multiplexer channels.
IOS buffer memory IS a separate
independent storage unit composed
of 8,32 or 64 Mbytes of MOS
rntegrated crrcuits. For an X-MPl4,
buffer memory must be 32 Mbytes or
larger. The lOPs connect to buffer
memory through 100-Mbyte ports.
Buffer memory IS SECDED-protected
and is field-upgradable.

Solid-state Storage Device
The Solid-state Storage Devrce is
available in sizes of 256,512 or 1024
Mbytes of on-line storage; memory is
made of MOS semiconductors and is
fully field-upgradable. The SSD IS
used as an exceptionally fast-access
disk device. Datasets are identical to
those on disk storage, providing
portability and flexibility. Storage on
the SSD is allocated as with disk
storage; just one job control
language statement IS required for
each dataset assigned to the SSD.
Software features allow for SSD
resource management including
automatic overflow to drsk, if
required. User data access time can
be as little as 25 microseconds.
On the CRAY X-MPl4, the SSD IS
connected to the mainframe through
two 1000-Mbytechannels, while on
the X-MP/I and X-MPl2 systems, this
connectton is via one 1000-Mbyte
channel SSD memory is fully
equipped with SECDED logrc.
The SSD cabinet closely resembles
the IOS. It is made of four vertrcal
columns arranged in a 90°arc
mounted In a bench-like base.

DD-39 and DD-49 disk drives
The I10 Subsystem IOPs, buffer
memory and controllers are mounted
in four columns arranged in a 90" arc
wrth power supplles hrdden by
benchlike extensrons arranged
around the outside of the base. This
cabinet may be posrtioned up to 19
feet (5.8 meters) from the marnframe.

Cray's very hrgh performance DD-39
and DD-49 magnetic storage disk
drrves support the data capac~tyand
transfer speed requirements of the
largest CRAY X-MP computers. The
DD-39 has a capaclty of 1200
Mbytes and can sustain a data
transfer rate of 5.9 Mbytelsec. The
DO-49 also has a capacrty of 1200
Mbytes, however, it can sustarn a rate
of 9.8 Mbytelsec.

Up to 32 disk drives may be
configured on a CRAY X-MP system.
A combination of DD-39 and DD-49
drives may be configured on the
same system.

Front-end interfaces
CRAY X-MP computers are
interfaced to front-end computer
systems through the I10 Subsystem.
Up to seven front-end interfaces,
identical to those used in the
CRAY-1, can be accommodated.
Users may also elect to supply
Network Systems Corporation (NSC)
channel adapters in place of one of
the front-end interfaces,thus
enabling interfacing to many
systems. The hardware connectron
between CRAY X-MP systems and
Apollo workstations is via NSC
HYPERchannel .
Cray Research currently provrdes
front-end interface support for IBM,
CDC, DEC, Sperry and Honeywell
systems. Front-end interfaces
compensate for differences in
channel widths, word srze, logic
levels and control protocols between
other manufacturers'equipment and
the CRAY X-MP.
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The GRAY X-MP Series of Computers a family of supercomputers that
offers flexibility for the broad and growing range of science and
engineering computational needs at all levels.
State-of-the-art technology, outstanding prica/performance, flexible and
balancedsystem design and a commitment to customer support with the
rewurees to provide it - these are the reasons that Cray Research
computer systems remain the large-eicale computational tool of choice the
world over.
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